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Color: Color: Required

Quantity:Quantity:

1

    

Run for It (Together)

Having a baby doesn’t have to mean giving up your active lifestyle. With the Zoom 360 jogging stroller, you can get out, get some
exercise, and ensure your baby is never left out of the fun. The Zoom 360’s extra large tires were built to conquer a variety of
terrains, but its slim design and budget-friendly price tag means it’s not going to consume your trunk or your wallet.

●    Weighs just 26 lbs
●    Locking and swiveling front tires
●    Extra-large air-illed tires for a smooth ride
●    Super easy one-handed fold
●    Use it with your car seat with optional adapter
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●    From 3 months to 75 lbs
●    Includes parent organizer
●    Includes air pump
●   Meets Disneyland® / Disney® World stroller size requirements (front wheel needs to be in un-locked mode)
 
With zero name retardant chemicals, a reclinable seat, and mesh pockets for snacks and toys, the Zoom 360 is just as
comfortable for them as it is convenient for you. The adjustable sun canopy gives you a peak at them from above while keeping
them out of the sun. Running in the rain? Use the optional rain canopy to keep your child dry on even the dreariest days.

Built to last but designed to be carried, this jogging stroller folds down and stays together, so you can store and travel with it
hassle-free. Bring everything you need for the ride with all of the included storage and never let a low tire ruin your run again,
thanks to the included pump.

Get back out there with the Zoom 360.
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Anyone else have a
hard time deciding if...
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I started running again
a few weeks ago, it's...
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Pushing this 20lbs in a
25lbs @joovy Stroller...
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Posted @withregram
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Saying goodbye to
this week! I know...
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Run &
Explore
The New Zoom360 Ultralight
will keep you on the move with
baby along for the ride.
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(https://www.youtube.com/embed/mhSDZ9Lyic4?autoplay=1;)

Lightweight Performance
Feature-packed, value priced, and weighing in at
25.7 lbs, the Zoom360 Ultralight is simpler,
stronger and better performing. Carries a child
up to 75 lbs.

Off-Road Suspension
Large pneumatic front (12”) and rear (16”) wheels provide a smooth and shock absorbent ride.

Swivel Front Wheel
The front wheel swivels or can be locked in place for faster runs.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/mhSDZ9Lyic4?autoplay=1;
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Huge Canopy
Adjusts to any position. Baby is visible through
the peek-a-boo window.

Mesh Pockets
For beverages, snacks and toys.

Parent Organizer
Zippered pocket for keys, phone, and
beverages. (Included)
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One-Step Linked Parking
Brakes
Storage Basket
Plenty of space for diaper bag and necessities.

Tire Pump Included

Easy Fold
With auto-lock feature.
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Car Seat Adapter
“Click-in” functionality and available for major
brands. (Sold separately)

!  Get your adapter (http://joovy.com/zoom-
360-ultralight-car-seat-adapter/)

Rain Cover
Keep baby dry along the way. (Sold Separately)

!  See the Raincover (https://joovy.com/zoom-
360-ultralight-rain-cover/)

Add To Your Registry!
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